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Johnson & Johnson Recalling Sunscreens Due To Traces Of Benzene Found In Some Products
Julia Flynn and Hunter Jones won again. That sentence comes as no surprise anymore to those who follow high school cross country and track. Now the National Cherry Festival gets a full dose of the ...
Jones, Flynn complete Cherry Fest two-fer
Hyland fired over from play soon after before Anton Sullivan sent over Offaly's first point of the new half in the 43rd minute and Farrell followed up soon after with another sweet point off his left ...
Neil Flynn on fire as second-half burst sees Kildare past brave Offaly effort
Two of the nation’s fastest high school milers championed the 2021 Cherry Mile Thursday, one of the first official races in northern Michigan since the start of ...
Flynn repeats Cherry Mile title; Jones beats Seabase for boys race
Gracie Ellis struck out 11 as New Kent secured the Class 3, Region A softball title and a spot in the VHSL state tournament with a 3-2 victory over visiting Tabb on Thursday. Jess Taggart doubled ...
New Kent takes Class 3, Region A softball crown
It seems like you can’t move nowadays for billionaires fleeing the planet and its pesky labor laws. Jeff Bezos, founder of Blue Origin and renowned richest ...
Watch Richard Branson Beat Jeff Bezos To Space By Nine Days
A new fleet of trains for Amtrak means that trips across the Potomac will no longer face delays for engine changes. On Wednesday, the Washington-headquartered rail service announced a $7.3 billion ...
New Amtrak trains will eliminate 30-minute delay on trips to Virginia
Swashbuckling entrepreneur Richard Branson hurtled into space aboard his own winged rocket ship Sunday in his boldest adventure yet, beating out fellow billionaire Jeff Bezos. The nearly ...
Richard Branson Successfully Completes Space Flight With Virgin Galactic Crew
To some it may seem like Flynn Duffy came from out of nowhere to make his Dundee United debut. In a way, some good luck, with regular left-back Jamie ...
EXCLUSIVE: Flynn Duffy explains how set backs, mental strength and futsal helped him to Dundee United debut
What would social media be like without content creators?Facebook knows all too well how important the people publishing their videos online are to its social network, which is why it's just announced ...
Facebook will pay $1 billion to creators to get them to use its platforms. Will it work?
A magnitude 5.9 earthquake shook up residents across Northern California and parts of Nevada Thursday, according to the U.S. Geological Survey.
5.9 magnitude earthquake near California-Nevada border
The drama didn’t end there, however, as Beth Carton ... second point of her 1-7 tally as the Sky Blues had three on the board in less than three and a half minutes. Abby Flynn was fouled to ...
Waterford relegated from Division 1 by late Emma Flanagan strike
Jason Flynn imagined himself in this exact situation since he could pick up a lacrosse stick. Score tied. Final few minutes ... 4 Ward Melville defeated No. 9 Sachem North, 9-8, in a boys lacrosse ...
Jason Flynn's goal sends Ward Melville to Suffolk Class A final
The drama did not end there however, as Beth Carton ... second point of her 1-7 tally shortly after as the Sky Blues had three on the board in less than 3½ minutes. Abby Flynn was fouled to ...
Dublin cement their place in camogie’s top tier as last-ditch Emma Flanagan point sends Waterford down from Division One
Walker said Piatt and Flynn justified their rejection of his initial request for permission to deploy National Guard troops, at 1:49 p.m., on ... hundred and ninety-nine minutes between the ...
Democrats, media suppress new revelations of military and police complicity in January 6 coup attempt
The night of 9 September ... At around 1.45am, a badly-beaten Flynn was discovered in the park, with paramedics arriving on the scene just minutes later. He died shortly afterwards in ...
Remembering Declan Flynn, the gay man whose brutal murder kickstarted Ireland’s Pride movement
5-9 to 0-15, but didn’t seem to have anything to worry about here as two more super attacking scores from Flynn saw then 1-11 to 0-6 ahead. On 50 minutes, Kildare lost midfielder Luke Flynn who ...
Tempers flare as Kildare see off Meath in Newbridge
The drama didn’t end there however, as Beth Carton ... second point of her 1-07 tally as the Sky Blues had three on the board in less than three and a half minutes. Abby Flynn was fouled to ...
Late Flanagan score ensures Dublin survival
Coburn won the race in a meet-record 9 minutes, 9.41 seconds ... Quanesha Burks records a leap of 22-4 1/4, and Tiffany Flynn also surpasses 22 feet. NCAA champion Tara Davis is fourth.
Emma Coburn, Courtney Frerichs go 1-2 in steeplechase at U.S. Olympic track and field trials: Day 7 live updates recap, results
BOXFORD -- Seven minutes into Sunday's Division 1 North girls lacrosse ... Juliano and Emma Flynn (2 goals) traded goals twice to help the Chieftains climb to within five (9-4).

RECOMMENDED FOR READERS 18 AND OLDER DUE TO STRONG LANGUAGE, SEXUAL SITUATIONS, AND VIOLENCE. This is Book 1 of 3 in the Nine Minutes Trilogy On May 15, 1975, fifteen-year-old
gang's base on the edge of the Florida Everglades-a frightening, rough and violent world much like the swamps themselves, where everyone has an alias and loyalty is tantamount
young woman ripped from everything she knows and forced to lean on the one person who provides attention, affection and care: her captor. Precocious and intelligent, but still
mystery, romance and unexpected turns, Nine Minutes takes readers into the world of one motorcycle gang and inside the heart of a young girl, whose abduction brought about its

Ginny Lemon is abducted from a convenience store in Fort Lauderdale by a member of one of the most notorious and brutal motorcycle gangs in South Florida. From that moment on, her life is forever changed. She gets a new name, a new identity and a new life in the midst of the
to survival. And at the center of it all is the gang's leader, Grizz: massive, ruggedly handsome, terrifying and somehow, when it comes to Ginny, tender. She becomes his obsession and the one true love of his life. So begins a tale of emotional obsession and manipulation, of a
very much a teenager, Ginny struggles to adapt to her existence, initially fighting and then coming to terms with her captivity. Will she be rescued? Will she escape? Will she get out alive-or get out at all? Part psychological thriller, part coming-of-age novel, filled with
fall.

RECOMMENDED FOR READERS 18 AND OLDER DUE TO STRONG LANGUAGE, SEXUAL SITUATIONS, AND VIOLENCE. This is Book 3 of 3 in the Nine Minutes Trilogy A Gift of Time is the third installment in the Nine Minutes Trilogy. It is not intended to be a stand-alone novel, but could be read as one. Still, I highly recommend that you read my first two novels, Nine Minutes and Out of Time, to be able to understand the background stories of the main characters. There are
many twists and turns in both books that can best be connected if read consecutively. Are some secrets meant to stay buried? Three months have passed since Jason "Grizz" Talbot was put to death by lethal injection for crimes he committed. His former wife, Ginny, whom he had abducted from a convenience store when she was a teenager and became the love obsession of his life, has spent more than the last decade trying to carve out a life of normalcy in
the bustling suburbs of Fort Lauderdale-including a thriving and happy marriage to Tommy "Grunt" Dillon, a former member of Grizz's gang. Tired of the secrets and the lies, Ginny and Tommy thought the final piece of their past could be left behind forever with Grizz's execution. However, the past comes crashing around Ginny and Tommy when a newly discovered secret threatens to destroy their marriage. When tragedy strikes, Ginny is forced to reach into
her heart and decide, once and for all, what she really wants. In this third book in the Nine Minutes trilogy, A Gift of Time takes readers from the busy tropical metropolis of South Florida into the serenity of the North Carolina Blue Ridge mountains as Ginny chases down the answers she needs. Will she have the strength to confront the secrets of her past...and her heart?
My family has secrets. I'm always the good girl, doing what's necessary to keep my loved ones safe. I've kept the darkest secrets from everyone I know. As painful as it is to hold them all inside where they live and gnaw away at me, that's where they must stay.I haven't seen my closest childhood friend, Christian Bear, since I was a teenager-he hasn't changed a bit. He's still temperamental and plays by his own rules with the law following two steps
behind him.Christian remembers me. But he doesn't know the first thing about me anymore. I should've shared my feelings with him the day before I moved away with my family, promising him I'd stay in touch. It broke my heart when he didn't keep his end of the bargain. As a consequence, we haven't spoken in years. Even though Christian and I have always had undeniable chemistry, I won't let him shatter my heart a second time.Christian has shown up in my
life again with secrets of his own, and demanding answers. That doesn't mean I'm willing to give them. He'll know my secrets when I'm ready.Our secrets, the risks we're taking, and the danger he imposes make it impossible to know what our future holds.Either our tethered souls will bind back together, or our secrets will separate us forever.Tethered Souls is the second spin-off novel from The Nine Minutes Trilogy. It can be read as a standalone, but
would most likely be more enjoyable if read after Nine Minutes, Out of Time, and A Gift of Time. It contains major spoilers from the trilogy, and although not necessary, the reader might benefit by understanding the background stories of the main characters that are described in the series. There are many twists and turns in all my books that can best be connected if read consecutively. RECOMMENDED FOR READERS 18 AND OLDER DUE TO STRONG LANGUAGE,
SEXUAL SITUATIONS, AND VIOLENCE.
Time doesn't heal all wounds. Sometimes they just scab over. Haunted by memories of a failed marriage, trauma surgeon Barbie Anderson escapes to her hometown for a fresh start. But the quaint community of Pumpkin Rest has memories and failures of its own that should stay buried. When Barbie runs into ex-con biker Jake Chambers, he stirs up anger and resentment in her that she doesn't want to face. He reminds her of the one man she's never gotten over
and dredges up decades-old heartache. With his rugged criminal exterior and gentlemanly demeanor, the silver fox may have the other women in Pumpkin Rest falling at his feet, but not Barbie. She refuses to let her guard down and have her heart broken again. When a series of revelations come tumbling forth, Barbie is forced to confront her past and trust Pumpkin Rest's most sought-after bachelor where she'll soon learn that love wears many faces.Will
secrets from the past destroy their future or will old wounds finally heal, allowing her to love again?
RECOMMENDED FOR READERS 18 AND OLDER DUE TO SEXUAL SITUATIONS AND VIOLENCE.The Iron Tiara is a spin-off novel from the Nine Minutes Trilogy. It can be read as a standalone, and does not contain a cliffhanger.Anthony Bear and Christy Chapman are from two completely different worlds. Anthony's the leader of a motorcycle gang that terrorizes Florida's West Coast. As a child, he ran away from his family and the Cherokee Indian Reservation to enter a life
of crime. As an adult, he leads a multifaceted life managing his two businesses-his legitimate landscaping venture, and his loan shark and underworld dealings. Driven by anger and betrayal, Anthony begins the hunt for Christy's father, Van Chapman, after he runs out on a loan.Christy's privileged life is not as it seems. She has kept painful family secrets and hidden some of her own. She's determined to find out the truth and expose Van, but her
search delivers her right into Anthony Bear's hands, adding kidnapping to his list of crimes.Their worlds are as contrasting as the color of their skin. The only thing they seem to have in common is their mutual disdain for Van Chapman...and each other.They couldn't be more wrong.
FIRST LOVE ISN'T FOREVER... Exhibit A: Faith's little sister, Skye, who muddled through her first divorce at the tender age of twenty-one. Faith has always provided damage control when Skye's love life gets too reminiscent of a daytime drama. But now that Faith has finally found the job, if not the man, of her dreams -- as a culinary writer, currently living la dolce vita in Italy -- she can't just jet back to small-town Minnesota to help her suddenly
pregnant little sister heal her broken heart and anemic bank account. BUT NEVER SAY NEVER! Faith has been putting off this homecoming for years, ever since her dad left her family in the lurch, her mother left her in charge of Skye, and a sub-zero case of cold feet led her to call off the engagement to her high school sweetheart, Flynn. But a return to the amber fields of grain might just be what Faith needs to gain some perspective on her past -- and
figure out her future. It's been way too long since her last love affair...memories of Flynn still get in the way of every man she meets. But if she and Flynn are really meant to be, why does the path to happily-ever-after have so many potholes?
"Beautiful, soul-shattering, and utterly delicious." ~ Ilsa Madden-Mills, Wall Street Journal, New York Times, and USA Today bestselling author Bennett Sharp is on the run. Wanted for piracy, she fears neither God nor death nor man. Except Priest Farrell. The unfaithful, stormy-eyed libertine hunts her with terrifying possessiveness. Nothing will stop him from coming for her. Not his unforgivable betrayal. Not when she's captured by the ice-cold
pirate hunter, Lord Ashley Cutler. She must escape Ashley's prison and Priest's deceit. But can she walk away from their twisted desires? Two gorgeous captains stand on opposite sides of the law. When they collide in a battle to protect her, the lines blur between enemies and lovers. Passion heats, secrets unravel, and hearts entangle until they break. Can love prevail in the sea of ruin? Contains: pirates, Caribbean, British literature, dark
historical romance, American colonies, American history, Golden Age of Piracy, action and adventure, alpha male, anti-hero, dark romance
THE ROMANTIC TIMES BOOK OF THE YEAR that Sylvia Day called “a sexy, sweet treasure of a story. I loved every word.” When three besties meet three hot guys in Vegas anything can—and does—happen. Book One of the New York Times bestselling Wild Seasons series from the author of the Beautiful Bastard series. One-night stands are supposed to be with someone convenient, or wickedly persuasive, or regrettable. They aren’t supposed to be with someone like
him. But after a crazy Vegas weekend celebrating her college graduation—and terrified of the future path she knows is a cop-out—Mia Holland makes the wildest decision of her life: follow Ansel Guillaume—her sweet, filthy fling—to France for the summer and just...play. When feelings begin to develop behind the provocative roles they take on, and their temporary masquerade adventures begin to feel real, Mia will have to decide if she belongs in the life
she left because it was all wrong, or in the strange new one that seems worlds away.
RECOMMENDED FOR READERS 18 AND OLDER DUE TO STRONG LANGUAGE, SEXUAL SITUATIONS AND VIOLENCEThis is Book 2 of 3 in the Nine Minutes Trilogy. Out of Time is not a standalone novel. I highly recommend that you read my first novel, Nine Minutes, to be able to understand the background stories of the main characters. There are many twists and turns in both books that can best be connected if read consecutively.Although I do answer the outstanding questions
from Nine Minutes, there is more to this story, and some readers may consider it a cliffhanger. Other readers may be satisfied with the answers and the ending. Regardless of which category you fall into, I hope you enjoy the story.They thought with his execution it would all be over. They were wrong.The leader of one of South Florida's most notorious and brutal motorcycle gangs has been put to death by lethal injection. Days later, his family and
friends should have been picking up the pieces, moving on. Instead, they've been catapulted into a world so twisted and dangerous even the most ruthless among them would be stunned to discover the tangled web of deception, not only on the dangerous streets of South Florida but all the way to the top. In this gripping follow-up novel to Nine Minutes, Out of Time takes readers from the sun-drenched flatlands of 1950s Central Florida to the vivid
tropical heat of Fort Lauderdale to the halls of Florida's Death Row as we finally learn the gritty backstory of Jason "Grizz" Talbot and the secret he spent his life trying to conceal. Not even Grizz's inner circle knows his full story-the tragedy that enveloped his early life, the surprise discovery that made him the government's most wanted and most feared, and the depths of his love for Ginny, the tenderhearted innocent he'd once abducted and
later made his wife.Once Grizz's obsession and now the mother of his child, Ginny has spent years grieving the man she'd first resisted and then came to love. Now remarried to Tommy, a former member of the gang, the pair have spent more than a decade trying desperately to live a normal existence far from the violent, crime-ridden world they'd once carved out on the edge of the Florida Everglades. For Tommy, especially, the stakes are high. Desperately
in love with Ginny for years, he's finally living his dream: married to the woman he never thought he could have. But even with the fa�ade of normalcy-thriving careers, two beautiful children, and a genuinely happy and loving marriage-they can't seem to put the past behind them. Every time they turn around, another secret is revealed, unraveling the very bonds that hold them together. And with Grizz finally put to death, now Ginny has learned secrets
so dark, so evil she's not even sure she can go on. Will these secrets tear their love to pieces? And how far will Grizz go to protect what he still considers his, even from beyond the grave?
This pocket-sized reference is ideal for use in clinicals, in class and at the bedside! A condensed version of the Nursing Diagnosis Handbook, 10th Edition, Mosby's Guide to Nursing Diagnosis, 4th edition uses a quick-access format to help you diagnose and formulate care plans with confidence and ease. It includes the most recent NANDA-I approved nursing diagnoses based on more than 1,300 specific symptoms and a step-by-step guide to creating care
plans featuring desired outcomes, interventions, and patient teaching. UNIQUE! Care plans for every NANDA-I approved nursing diagnosis, including pediatric, geriatric, multicultural, home care, client/family teaching and discharge planning, and safety interventions Alphabetical thumb tabs provide quick access to specific symptoms and nursing diagnoses Pocketsize portability makes this book easy to carry and use in clinicals, in class, or at the
bedside NEW! 4 Color Text NEW! Updated 2012-2014 NANDA-I-approved nursing diagnoses NEW! 16 new and 22 revised diagnoses NEW! Added content on safety, one of QSEN's six competencies
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